Last chance! Make Your Voice Heard!
Take the P&S survey today and let us know your thoughts.

This survey regarding H-ISAC products and services is in the H-ISAC Member Portal and closes TODAY—Tuesday, June 4.

Sharing, Exchanging and Networking were in Full Swing
At the 2019 Spring Summit

Bolstering the “Whole in One Community”

H-ISAC holds biannual summits as a means for its members to establish and reinforce the trusted connections and relationships necessary for effective information sharing between organizations.

One standout Summit highlight was the extended small group Member Round Table sessions. Participants spoke about the value of these targeted discussion sessions, commenting that the small groups serve well to spark frank discussions in a supporting environment.

For example, the Medical Device Round Table discussed the following topics during their session: SBoM Formats and Content; Medical Device Lifecycle Planning; Medical Device Authentication Standards; and Moving Away from Windows and OTS Operating Systems. This face-to-face session brought in new members to the working group and instigated important conversations to be continued in upcoming MDSISC working group meetings. Participants in the Automation and Orchestration session commented that the round tables were an excellent way for members to exchange both lessons learned and cautionary tales.

Spring Summit Presentations are now available in the Member Portal.
The link to Summit photos is also in the Member Portal.

Fall Summit Call for Papers is open until June 21.

Top 10 Health Related Cyber Events for June:

- Misconfigured IT (Again) Leads to Big Health Data Breach
- American Medical Collection Agency breach impacted 200,000 patients
- UMC Physicians Notifies Patients of Compromised Patient Data
- Equitas Health notifies 569 members after discovering two employee email accounts had been compromised
- American Baptist Homes of the Midwest notifies patients and residents of ransomware incident
- Spectrum Health Lakeland notifies patients after billing vendor breach
- Madison Parish Hospital notifies 1,436 patients whose protected health information was improperly shared
- American Indian Health & Services, Inc. Provides Notice Of Data Security Event
- Baystate Health Hit with Lawsuit after Phishing-Related Breach
- Oregon Specialist Phishing Attack Causes Months-Long Data Breach

H-ISAC is pleased to publish a monthly member newsletter. It is designed to bring events and other important ISAC information to your attention. If there is something you would like to see included please email: contact@h-isac.org
The Software Security working group’s primary focus is the security of software and applications during all phases of the SDLC with the goal of creating products that are secure by design and resilient against all forms of attack. This includes custom development as well as integration of third-party software such as COTS and open source applications or code.

The working group hopes to expand the scope of Health-ISAC by including more guidance, tools and capabilities around the threats and risks to members’ software. The first task will be to identify and define what makes resilient software and how that can be incorporated into a secure SDLC. This white paper, working title “Elements of a Software Security Practice,” will be foundational to the working group and provide a baseline for member organizations as they develop their own software security programs.

Long-term goals of the working group include additional focused guidance in the form of white papers and workshops as well as vulnerability and threat intelligence for software applications.

Members interested in joining this working group, please send an email to contact@h-isac.org.